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Big shaq buss it down

Sorry! Something went wrong Is the network or browser connection obsolete unstable? Now it's on the desktop site. Back to your mobile? Yes, there is no overview / Lyrics / Photos / Videos (see all) / Shaqo Bursement gang News (Swifta Production) uh Ovo ting, this is frr frr My new whip goes skrrt skrrt Cardi B ting, okurr-kurr Money Counter goes brrt Ovo ting, this is frr frr My new whip skrrt Skrrt Cardi B
ting, okurr-kurr Money Counter brrt In the back of the car with the dyes (in the back) diddy skin on, this is mink (Diddy) Peng ting gave me a wink (come on) He told her that let's have drinks (ayy) Pass me the H2O (Evian) This isn't gang, brothers (brothers) Success ting, we roll (we roll) I took your little girl to my show (girls) Three hundred million views (what?) How dare you say I can't rap? (What?) Triple
platinum, no cap (what?) Triple platinum, which is Shaq (Big Shaq) Ayy, four to four and it's black (it's black) I got my Air Force on, DigDat (DigDat) I was so broken, then I flipped that (flipped that) Big up G-O-D for that (thank you) Bursement Band, it's a bursement ting (band) Securing your bursement king (band) It's never a ting reversing (band) I got the bursement on So I put the Rollie and I diver it down
AP, divers it down Cartier and I bus down You man are clowns, go sit Took the Rollie and I bus by AP, buses by Cartier and I bus down You man are clowns, go sit Ovo ting , this is frr frr My new whip skrrt Skrrt Cardi B ting , okurr-kurr Money Counter va brrt Ovo ting, this is frr frr My new whip skrrt skrrt Cardi B ting, okurr-kurr Money Counter goes brrt You said we caught where are your racks on? Please
stop lying He flex and flex and flex No one cares brother, keep trying He doesn't rap and he plotted Well, it's life, hunger, why cry? That girl who was bae Then she lied, now she has let her sigh that she wishes to fall, hahaha no The wave is not dying I went ghost, now I'm back Yo my G, we'll keep this flight four by four and it's black (it's black) changed the kicks from white to match (change it) yes I came
from the gutter, yes I came from the gutter, no scratch (scratch) Big up G-O-D for that, ayy (thank you) Bursement Band, it's a bursement ting (band) Secure your bursement king (band) It's never a ting reversing (band) I have the bursement in So I put the Rollie and I the bus for AP, the buses for Cartier and I the bus down You man are clowns , go sit Took the Rollie and I dive it down AP , buses coming
down Cartier and I bus down You man are clowns, go sit Ovo ting, this is frr frr My new whip goes skrrt skrrt Cardi B ting, okurr-kurr Money Counter goes brrt Ovo ting, this is frr frr My new whip skrrt skrrt Cardi B ting, okurr-kurr Money Counter goes brrt yes, yes you don't need a Rollie or AP on the buses down You can have a Casio, Michael Kors, Swatch You can even have a market ting You embrace your
ting, this is your sauce I have the bursement on so I put the Rollie and I dive it down AP , buses down Cartier and I it's for you, clown men, go sit on the Rollie and I the bus for AP, buses it down Cartier and I the bus down You man are clowns, go sit You dun know, Shaqo Pain in my left breast Straight Facts It's not a VAR ting yes, yes yes, yes Uh Dun know man's Not Hot crooner, Big Shaq returns from
hiatus and serves his first single this year entitled Buss It Down. Listen and download below. DOWNLOAD Buses It Down for Big Shaq MP3 [5.03 MB] Also Download Video Do you want your song on JustNaija? Upload your song. What do you think of this song? Drop your comments Big Shaq – also known as comedian/rapper Michael Dapaah – has returned with a music video for his latest single, 'Buss It
Down'. See him below. The clip is co-directed by Shaq and Luke Biggins. It opens with a definition of the word bursement, which according to the funny, means securing what is due in this life. The visual follows Shaq as he holds a meeting with his crew to discuss who is hot on the streets right now. Annoyed at hearing that he is no longer on the popular list, Shaq launches a plan to launch new fire, as
suggested by one of his associates. Check out the 'Divers It Down' video here: Shaq shot to fame in 2017 after posting his viral hit, 'Man's Not Hot'. Last year, he followed it up with the sequel, 'Man Don't Dance', and dropped a freestyle, 'Daily Duppy'. Speaking to NME at the 2018 Brit Awards, Shaq revealed that he wants to work and look forward to some day touring with Noel Gallagher. Noel Gallagher,
he's a legend, Shaq told NME. The approval of a legend of what you're doing is nice , but you know, hopefully and we see what's going to happen. So far, this collaboration has not yet met, although Shaq has hinted at working with Liam. In July, Shaq returned with a new season of his popular YouTube mockumentary series, Somewhere In London. The last episode of season two came on September 4. 4.
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